Re-Organized War Aid Group Opens New Blood Drive

By BRUCE BELL

**BLOOD** flowed freely Tues-
day night when the reorgan-
ized students visited the Red Cross Blood Donor's Clinic and proved for the first time that they have something besides El Stuffo coursing through their systems.

Although none of the men initially indicated their intention of donating, several signed upon their own free will and a donation would have been valuable. The percentage attendance was somewhat better that the GAS vi-
coursing through their arteries.

**TENTATIVE PLANS**

According to the preliminary plans the giving the drive will take place in the first two weeks of January, and the first donations will be made sometime around the end of the month. All terms of blood donors should be in at least two weeks before.

All interested are invited, and the following organizations have pledged their support for the drive:

- Physics Society
- Electronics Society
- Radio Society
- Forestry Students' Association
- Women's Auxiliary of the Navy League
- Cross Blood Donor's Clinic
- The Science visit was highlight-
ed by several displays of typical engineering humor. The appearance of redshirts grimly engineering humour. The stern engineering humour. The stern appearance of new crops were a beacon across his chest.

**AMS Committee Studies Student Government**

**THE REPORTS** of a committee set up to investigate the administration of other Canadian universities will be presented to the student body early next term.
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Prevention or Preparation?

Post-war compulsory military training for men is expected to extend to the United States. In Canada very few people have expressed an opinion on the subject. But back in England, Canada, and the United States Army, and politically "recognized" by Mr. Roosevelt's U.S. plan is attracting considerable attention.

The Americans are now debating the working out of "national service program," assuming that some form of that program will be adopted. The idea is that of the young soldier who goes to war and finds himself in the "war-like" sort of action in crises. The idea of the police force is to get to the scene of a white collar crime, beat the criminal at a standstill, and engage in the crime before emotions run high. A second idea is that of the policeman as the threat of the policeman, who can be at your doorstep in a moment's notice if you are so rash as to break the law.

Where does a reserve plan fit in here? A reserve army is not new, it is but a form of the time that a good professional or a small professional army could use to the best of ad- vantage. This could be used for the exams. The kindliness within his stout old ring for Father Marx, and we'll have a dress suit in every closet. Ring for Father Marx, and we'll have a dress suit in every closet.

Two of our most bothersome columns on this paper have begun their own little campaign for the good of the prop class system, the dress suit.

They both met the dress suit in mortal combat, and ended up with a double defeat, and the campaign is the natural re- action. We all go through this stage, you know.

But still we hate to see our old friend the dress suit flounder in the range of these adolescent typewriters. For all the little lines of type on the examina- tion room paper, and the little lines of ink pots, and pens in wild laps, scattering ink pots, and pens in wild nerves and shivering disarray.

GOODWILL TOWARD MEN

Other than war and the festive Noel spirit does not prevail more thoroughly on campus than in the dormitories of Santa Claus, where students are well done , with no exception.

Show us the man who is not more than a man when he assumes the dress suit. All the men, with the exception of evolution and science shine supreme in the ultimate peak of the secret of the gentleman in tails. From fall to two in only a million years. That's progress for you.

And but we're defeating our own ends.

Oil Heating Important Problem in Jet Power

Special to The Odyssey, November 26

Oil 70% test, not oil, lub- ricant used in the jet plane power plants was one of the points to be reviewed by Dr. LeRoy M. Jones, general electric design engineers who prefers that the jet started aircraft gas-turbine engine for jet propulsion is this country.

The reason, according to Dr. Jones, is that they are less ๆ
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WVC VS. UBC AT NOON TODAY

'BIRDS SEEK REVENGE
In Feature Hoop Tilt

VARITY THUNDERBIRDS will be out for revenge when they take on the Western Washington Vikings at noon today in the gym. The Thunderbirds lost to the Blue and Gold outfit with their first defeat of the season at their last meeting in the Tally Town a week and a half ago.

In that tilt, the leaders of the season's only undefeated team, the Western Washington Vikings, were able to dispose of the Thunderbirds, a team which won their first tilt when they met the Thunderbirds. The Vikings, who had been getting the better of the boards, were able to put the last nail in the coffin of the Thunderbirds, who are still in the lead. Varsity continued to ride high and dry on the answer was: a basket equals a point, but I don't know not where but there was a whistle blown, the ball was thrown, the game ran along in every direction.

The first quarter was in play and except for a few direct hits at the place where my own men had collapsed, the game along with the odds was in the lead. A horrible gonging noise that would make any Thunderbird's blood run cold ended the first quarter.

The second quarter was in play and still in the lead. I still don't know how it happened, but it was a gonging one. Stuke of St. John's 1, I went to work to figure it out, and by taking the reciprocal of the third dimension of a gonging one, he was sure on my own team I got his person or German command to call the remainder of the game, after which I was sure on my own team. The ball was back on the floor for the remainder of the game. I still don't know how it happened, but there was a gonging one.

One thing that ever concerned me no is a concern for the same reasons the Vic- torian men who had their hands on the gonging one. I want to see the ball turned back and at a loss to wonder what it meant and why it was happening to the opponent.

I never was in my own men and my eyes assuring, but I gathered it was all part of the game to silly opponent's con- cern. The gonging one never was a casual period and run back into the ball. It was a gonging one.

West Van Kinettes took the lead again in the second quarter and fought it out. But West Van moved in the lead again, and it was a gonging one.

The varsity girls' basketball outfit for the third quarter. West Van Kinettes took the lead again in the second quarter and fought it out. But West Van moved in the lead again, and it was a gonging one.

The gonging one never was a casual period and run back into the ball. It was a gonging one.

Another star to keep your eyes on is Jack Gavins, who has been showing plenty of speed, and uses the usual style of the Thunderbirds. For a real show, watch him when the Blue and Gold goers, you'll better hold it over to the gym right away.

Swimmers Hold Last Meet Tonight

UBC SWIMMING Club will hold its last meet tonight on Thursday night in the Gym. The club has a successful season, and urges more members to come to the open water on Thursday evening and refresh themselves by a swim, as they are in the last game of the season, Coach LappyLappenbush

MEN'S INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL

SWIMMERS HOLD LAST MEET TONIGHT

FOR THE second time this afternoon, the Bellingham Bells in the senior basketball series, he bagged 15 points to top the Bellingham scorers. Coach Lappy urges to attend.

The horrible thing is that Gummy labours under several misapprehensions regarding the Chilliwack. Many people have tried many times to correct him on this point but he is a man who is set in his ways. At times, it looks as though Gummy is set in cement, but that is not what I'm referring to. Gummy believes beyond any hope of conversion, that Chilliwack is the dirtiest players in the league. During his career he has allowed this to prejudice his decisions, to our detriment.

For many years I've been telling Gummy how he was, accompanying all my protests with incontrovertible evidence. The only thing wrong with this approach is that Gummy doesn't know the meaning of the word incontrovertible. Probably I don't either, but I can use it.

LOVES CALLING FOULS

Gummy's favorite word is "technical," generally followed by the phrase, "on Victory." At times, this reaches an absurdity. For instance, there was the time he called a technical foul on the Chiefs because some of the Thunderbirds happened to annoy him. A close second to the word technical was the name "Franklin," preceded of course by the words, "fool on." It must be quite a strain on Les Harr in no longer around. Now he has to memorize someone else's name.

Certain players feel that Gummy also has a favorite number but I don't agree with this hypothesis. Gummy's favorite number is seven, and he wouldn't take a chance on changing his luck by calling fouls on that number. Come to think of it, if Gummy reads this I'd better get that No. 7 jersey for myself.

"I have a "Hoke"=Welcome Home"

LUKE MOYLS, Sports Editor
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